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Abstract 
 In Happy IoT, the revenue of service providers synchronizes to the unobservable and dy- 
namic usage-contexts (e.g. emotion, environmental information, etc.) of Smart-device users. 
Hence, the usage-context-estimation from the unreliable Smart-device sensed data is justified 
as an unsupervised and non-linear optimization  problem.  Accordingly,  Autonomic  Happy 
IoT Management is aimed at attracting initial user-groups based on the common inter- 
ests (i.e.  recruitment ), then uncovering their latent usage-contexts from unreliable sensed 
data (i.e.  revenue-renewal ) and synchronizing to usage-context dynamics (i.e.  stochastic 
monetization).  In this context, we have proposed an unsupervised online Bayesian mech- 
anism, namely Whiz (Greek word, meaning Smart), in which, (a) once latent user-groups 
are initialized  (i.e measurement model ), (b) usage-context is iteratively estimated from the 
unreliable  sensed data (i.e.  learning  model ), (c) followed by online filtering of Bayesian 
knowledge about usage-context (i.e.  filtering  model ).  Finally, we have proposed an Ex- 
pectation Maximization (EM)-based iterative algorithm Whiz, which facilitates Happy IoT 
by solving (a) recruitment, (b) revenue-renewal and (c) stochastic- monetization problems 
with (a) measurement, (b) learning, and (c) filtering  models, respectively.  Through theo- 
retical analysis and synthetic dataset results, Whiz is justified as the optimal solution of 
Online Stochastic Fact-Finding for not only estimating the likelihood of usage-context (i.e. 
fact), but also quantifying its global performance with Bayesian knowledge, by outperform- 
ing counterpart  revenue-renewal model (i.e.  Tube) and fact-finding schemes (i.e.  voting, 
pagerank, TruthFinder,  Bayesian-based, EM-based), in terms of the estimation accuracy, 
and convergence. Moreover, e-mail survey dataset is utilized for ground-truth selection in 
prototype development on Android and web platforms in Happy IoT scenario, followed by 
Whiz -driven approximation  of dynamic usage-contexts and filtering of social trends through 
YouTube, Cenceme and Twitter datasets, respectively. 
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I F (x) COI(θ) P layerA P layer B 
Observation Parameter Service provider User 
 
Table 1: Terminologies used in Autonomic Happy IoT  Management 
   
1.  Introduction 
1.1. Motivation 
IoT has proliferated as the digital  presence of various things or objects, such as sensors, actuators and Smart-devices[1][2].   The penetration of smart-devices and the increasing demand of personalized services have attracted  numerous service providers, who want to monetize from Smart-device user-groups based on their common interests, such as emotion (e.g in personal  search  [3], well-being [4] or personalized shopping applications [5]); location (e.g in traffic-signal-detection [6][7], transit tracking [8][9], localization [10][11], sociability detection  [12], consumer-care  [13][14][15], media-sharing  [16] and transportation [17]) and environmental information(e.g in environmental report generation [18][19][20], rare event de- tection [21][22][23]). In this context, service providers seek for enhanced revenue though dif- ferent incentivization/motivational steps, such as monetary support [24][25][26], social repu- tation [27][28][29], quality-of-information  assurance [30][31] or even enhanced consumer care [32][33][34]. However, it necessitates the continual regulation of usage-dynamics through con- ventional popularity-measurement-tools (e.g. download-count, user-rating, usage-duration, etc.) and even, IoT-renovated service-usage measurement tools[35][36][37]. 
1.2. Happy IoT 
Let us illustrate Happy IoT (Definition.  1) (Fig. 1) with preliminary notation convention and terminologies (Table. I). Notation Convention:  Scalar quantity (A) is denoted by Italic; vector quantity(a) is denoted by lowercase boldface; a matrix quantity(A) is denoted by uppercase boldface. The matrix transpose is denoted by a superscript (AT ). The n-th row and m-th column element of the matrix A is represented by {A}n,m .  IN  denotes the identity matrix of size N × N . 0N ×M   is a matrix of zeros.∥ . ∥  denotes the norm. | . |  denotes the modulus. abs(.) denotes the absolute value. Ω is the observation(Incentive Filter) space and Θ is the parameter (COI) space.  E[.] denotes the expectation operator with repect to a density probability function explicitely given by a subscript. We envision a Happy IoT (Fig. 1) (Definition.   1) (Table. 1), in which the revenue of service providers (denoted as P layerA) synchronizes to the user-experience of Smart-device users (denoted as P layerB).  In this context, P layerA  deploys various measurement tools (denoted as Incentive Filter I F (x))(e.g usage-duration, usage-frequency, real-time feedback and service  execution,   etc.)[36][35] to infer usage-context  (denoted  as Choice-of-Interest 
C OI (θ)) (e.g. emotion, weather, location and time, etc.) of P layerB. Moreover, P layerA often utilizes  various sensors (e.g.  traffic monitoring,  survey) to collect real-time/offline feedback of P layerB  to regulate whether their business goals (e.g.  popularity,  financial profit) are met (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1: Players in Happy IoT 
  
 Definition 1.  Happy IoT: P layerA  is Happy about the revenue on any personalized ser- 
vice, when he/she is satisfied with revenue observed with usage-dynamics through I F (x) and 
it is denoted by P1(x) = 1. Similarly,  P layerB  is Happy about personalized service, when he/she is satisfied with the C OI (θ) and it is denoted by P2(θ) = 1. Therefore, Happy IoT means, P layerA  and P layerB  are Happy, when P layerA  is able to estimate P layerBʼs 
C OI (θ) from sensed data of I F (x). 
 
1.3. Challenges of Autonomic Happy IoT Management 
P layerA  seems to care about the quality  of submitted  information[30] (e.g. large corpus 
of incomplete  data[38], recovery of random  samples[39] of Smart-device data) and even 
about the time dependency between usage-contexts, behavior of P layerB. An unsupervised 
mechanism[40] is essential to discover latent usage-contexts from the unreliable  sensed data. 
Because, Smart-device traffic is often impaired/unreliable  because of poor sensor quality, 
lack of calibration  techniques, absence of human attention, and even his/her intention to 
deceive[41][42][43]. Moreover,  it is essential to synchronize  business goals (e.g. popularity, 
income) to the time dependency between current or future behavior of P layerB  in different 
contexts[25] and even critical  events[18]. 
In this context, Emotionsense[44] uses Gaussian mixture model to infer emotions, as well as activities,  verbal and proximity  interactions  among social groups.  However, Tube[45] enables monitoring  Smart-device usage patterns to estimate Smart-device usersʼ willing- ness to shift their usage in exchange for a monetary discount.  Voting[46], pagerank[47], Bayesian[43], maximum likelihood[41] and Cramer-Rao  lower bound[42] have been devised to estimate latent contexts in information network.  However, these proposals suffer from deficiencies like the absence of credible up-to-date data, sensitivity  to initialization[43], local likelihood  estimation[41] and the absence of global quantification[42], respectively. An autonomic approach is recognized as an enabling technology to adapt to dynamic environmental contexts in network and service management[48]. IBMʼs MAPE (Monitor, Analyze, Plan and Execute)(Fig.   3 (a))-based autonomic approach, is frequently utilized
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Figure  2: Various components of Happy IoT 
   to M onitor and Analyze  Smart device traffic and consequently, P lan, E xecute dynamic 
context-specific network/service  management policies[49]. Consequently,  autonomic  man- 
agement of Happy IoT requires P layerA  to synchronize his/her autonomous service recom- 
mendation policies according to usage-dynamics (e.g. real-time feedback, service visualiza- 
tion) of P layerB  (Fig. 2). Therefore, the major challenge resides in the way it integrates 
Bayesian knowledge to facilitate synchronization in unsupervised usage-context (i.e C OI (θ)) 
estimation. 
1.4. Problem Formulation 
We now formulate Autonomic  Happy IoT Management problem (Definition. 2)(Fig. 3(b)). 
Definition 2.  Autonomic Happy IoT Management: Autonomic Happy IoT Manage- 
ment enables P layerA  to renew iteratively revenue-making process according to the dynamic 
C OI (θ) of P layerB.  In this context, (a) at first user-groups are recruited from the dis- 
tribution of C OI (θ); (b) then C OI (θ) is estimated from the sensed data of I F (x), then; 
(c) Bayesian  knowledge is used to adapt to C OI (θ), which might be random with a prior 
probability distribution.  Thus, Autonomic Happy IoT Management problem is decomposed 
into following three sub-problems. 
1.4.1. Recruitment  Problem 
It addresses the attraction  of common user-groups. Hence, an optimal solution is to be devised, which attracts user-groups with common interests (Lemma.  1).
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Figure  3: (a)Traditional MAPE-based autonomic management problem, (b) devised Autonomic Happy IoT 
management problem, (c) proposed unsupervised  Bayesian  solution  Whiz 
 
 
1.4.2. Revenue-renewal Problem 
It addresses the estimation of C OI (θ) from the sensed data of I F (x), especially if I F (x) does not have enough information about C OI (θ). Hence, an EM-based iterative algorithm is to be devised, which should converge to an optimal solution. 
1.4.3. Stochastic-Monetization  Problem 
It addresses the iterative checking of the minimum bound on mean-square-error (MSE) of 
C OI (θ)-estimation from the observed I F (x), when C OI (θ) is random with a prior probabil- ity distribution.  Hence, the optimal solution should not only estimate COI but also quantify its global (i.e. time variant[50]) performance with Bayesian knowledge. 
1.5. Unsupervised Online Bayesian Mechanism 
Therefore, we have proposed (Section 2) an unsupervised online Bayesian mechanism 
Whiz [51], which  enables  P layerA  to iteratively  estimate the dynamic usage-contexts from 
the unreliable sensed data of P layerB.  Hence, Whiz solves (a) recruitment, (b) revenue- 
renewal, and (c) stochastic monetization  problems, by (a) measurement, (b) learning, and 
(c) filtering models (Fig. 3(c)) though a final algorithm (i.e Whiz ) as follows 
 
1.5.1. Measurement Model 
It initializes user-groups with common interests through K − means  clustering[52]. Ac- cordingly, measurement model works as an optimal solution of recruitment model (Lemma. 4). 
1.5.2. Learning Model 
As revenue-renewal problem is amenable to general EM[53] (Lemma. 3), learning model facilitates the estimation of the likelihood of C OI (θ) from the incomplete  sensed data
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   (Lemma. 8) with common interests through Whiz -EM (Lemma 9-13). Accordingly,  learning 
model solves revenue-renewal problem having latent user-group as a mixture component of 
the Gaussian mixture model (Theorem.  4) 
 
1.5.3. Filtering Model 
It facilitates synchronization to the frequent changes in common interests through the global quantification  (Theorem.  5) of the likelihood of C OI (θ)-estimation with Bayesian online filtering. Accordingly, filtering model works as an optimal solution of stochastic mon- etization (Theorem. 6). 
1.5.4. Whiz Algorithm 
In Whiz algorithm, (a) once latent user-groups are initialized  (measurement model ), (b) their latent C OI (θ) is iteratively  estimated from the sensed data of IF (learning model ), (c) followed by the Bayesian quantification to adapt to the changes on prior knowledge about 
C OI (θ) (filtering model ). 
1.6. Theoretical Analysis 
The theoretical analysis (Section 2) gives us the key findings (a) Revenue-renewal is proven as an unsupervised (Lemma. 2) and non-linear optimiza- tion (Theorem. 2) problem, followed by the technical validation how it is amenable to finite mixture model EM (Lemma.  3).  Accordingly,  finite mixture model with latent variable (representing latent user-group) is justified to formulate estimable C OI (θ) (Theorem.  1), which is necessary in EM-based unsupervised online Bayesian scheme. (b) Stochastic monetization is proven as a Online Stochastic Fact-Finding (Definition. 4) problem (Theorem.  3), preceded by the technical validation of latest fact-finding research[42] as a deterministic  problem (Lemma.  7). 
 Definition 3.  Online Stochastic  Fact-finding:  Online Stochastic fact-finding is the 
procedure of estimating fact/parameter C OI (θ) from  the sensed data of observed I F x), 
where as soon as k-th sensed data from IF ((xk ) is received, Online Bayesian bounds[?  ] are used as a lower bound of the global MSE in C OI (θ)-estimation.  Online Bayesian filtering 
estimate C OI (θk ) by using current and previously sensed data (xK  = [x1, x2,.... xk ]T ) of IF. 
 Online Stochastic Fact-finding, in contrast to state-of-the-art fact-finding[46][47][54][43][41][42], 
which often lack convergence-guarantee and appropriate  objective functions to optimize, is 
justified as an unsupevised (Lemma. 2) and non-linear optimization  (Theorem. 2) problem. 
(c) Whiz is proven as an optimal solution of Online Stochastic fact-finding (Theorem. 6), followed by the experimental proof of faster convergence than existing fact-finders (Section IV). In addition to original EM [53], which  iteratively  estimates parameter  C OI (θ) from the sensed data, Whiz -EM quantifies globally the confidence in estimation results based on Bayesian Cramer-Rao  lower bound[50] from synchronization  theory (Theorem.  5).
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1.7. Empiricial  Results 
Numerical experiments (Section 3) on synthetic datasets justify that, with the increase in 
the number of IF or COI or COI per IF and the ratio of satisfactory COI, demand frequency 
of IF, Whiz outperforms counterpart  deterministic  fact-finding  schemes (i.e.  voting[46], 
pagerank[47], Bayesian[43], maximum  likelihood[41]-based, Cramer-Rao  lower bound[42]- 
based) in terms of the estimation accuracy and convergence on synchronization to the dy- 
namic usage-contexts. Moreover, utilizing  an Email survey datasetpsychic, prototypes are 
developed on Android and Web platforms in a Happy IoT scenario of personalized service 
recommendation for work-going persons. Finally, a YouTube[55] and a Twitter[56] datasets 
are trained with Whiz to approximate dynamic usage-contexts in media traffic and to filter 
rumor trend in social networks, respectively. 
 
1.8. Organization 
The paper is organized as follows-(a) Unsupervised Bayesian scheme is presented in sec- 
tion 2, (b) Theoretical analysis is presented in Section 3, (c) Empirical  results are presented 
in Section 4, (d) Related work and Conclusion are presented in Section 5 and 6, respectively. 
  
2.  Unsupservised Online Bayesian Scheme 
 In this section, we have proposed an unsupervised online Bayesian algorithm, Whiz (Al- 
gorithm. 1), that enables service providers to iteratively estimate C OI (θ) of Smart-device 
users from the sensed data by quantifying the global likelihood estimation with the advent 
of prior knowledge. Inputs of the algorithm are C OI (θ) and IF(x) and the output is the 
likelihood of C OI (θ) from the sensed data.  The algorithm works as follows- at first latent 
user-groups are initialized  with measurement model. Then, C OI (θ) is iteratively estimated 
from the sensed data until the likelihood  increases in learning model.  This iteration in- 
volves two steps, namely E-step and M-step, respectively.  At E-step, latent user-group is 
inferred, which is followed by the M -step, when preference, discrepancy and mixture policy 
are upgraded.  However, whenever the likelihood  of C OI (θ)-estimation starts to decrease, 
the EM-iteration is terminated by filtering model. The iteration inside filtering models starts 
by checking the presence of prior knowledge about C OI (θ). The absence of the any prior 
knowledge drives the Cramer-Rao  lower bound to quantify the estimator.  Whenever the 
prior knowledge about C OI (θ) changes frequently, online filtering is used to quantify the 
likelihood estimator (Definition.  4). 
  
3.  Theoretical Analysis 
 In this section, we validate Autonomic  Happy IoT Management problem and its sub- 
problems, followed by the justification of the proposed Whiz and its different models. 
Recruitment is intended to attract user-groups with common interests. This is justified as a multivariate Normal distribution, having COI(θ) as multi-variables  (Lemma.  1). 
Lemma 1.  Recruitment is a multivariate Normal distribution problem
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Algorithm 1: Whiz Algorithm 
Data: I F (x), C OI (θ) Result: Likelihood of COI(θ) from observed IF(x) 
1   begin Learning 
2            begin Measurement
3                     while (max ∑N ∑K k=1 {R}n,k ||xn  − µk ||  ) do
4                              (a) Assign every user(xn ) to user-group (µk ) (b) Re-calculate preference(µ) of each user-group. 
5                     end 
6            end 
7            begin Learning
8                     while (max(∑N ∑K k=1 πk N (xn |µk , Σk )})
) do 
9                              (a)Choose the user-group that has given accurate prediction in the recent past (Lemma.  10). 
10                              (b) Update preference (Lemma. 11), discrepancy (Lemma. 12), mixture strategies (Lemma.  13) for each user-group. 
11                     end 
12            end 
13            begin Filtering 
14                     while (1) do 
15                              if Player A has no prior assumption about Player Bʼs COI(θ), then 
16                                       Quantify locally the likelihood of C OI (θ)-estimation(Lemma. 14). 
17                              end 
18  else  if Player A has prior assumption about Player Bʼs COI-vector(θ), 
that is P (θ) then 
19                                       if Bayesian  knowledge changes frequently then 
20                                                Quantify C OI (θ)-estimation Online (Definition. 4) 
21                                       end 
22                              end 
23                     end 
24            end 
25   end
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   Proof. Recruitment necessitates the attraction  of user-groups with common interests. It is 
also significant to derive the variance of interests of any user-group from the most common 
user-group. Hence, given sensed data from the observed IF(x), recruitment  addresses (a) the 
distribution of COI(θ), (b) the correlation of COI(θ), (c) the uncertainty of one COI(θ)  with 
respect to correlated COI(θ).   Therefore, assuming COI(θ) as multivariables,  recruitment 
becomes a multivariate  Gaussian distribution  problem as follows. 
e0.5(x  −  µ)T   (Σ)­1(x  −  µ)N (x|µ, Σ) = (2π)(n)/2 √Σ                                   (1)
 where preference matrix  (µ) calculates the most common user-group for COI(θ) and 
discrepancy matrix(Σ) calculates the variances of user-group, from the common user-group 
for COI(θ). 
  
However, revenue-renewal is intended to derive the usage-dynamics from the unreliable 
Smart-device data. Hence, the estimation of COI(θ) from the Smart-device data is justified 
as unsupervised (Lemma.  2) and non-linear optimization  (Theorem.  2) problem, preceded 
and followed by justification of its amenability to finite mixture model (Theorem.  1) and 
EM (Lemma.  3), respectively. 
Lemma 2.  Revenue-renewal is an unsupervised learning problem 
 Proof. Revenue-renewal necessitates COI(θ) estimation from Smart-device data, which is 
often impaired because of poor sensor quality, lack of calibration or human attention and 
even his/her intention to deceive[41][42][43]. Hence,  it is required to estimate most likely 
C OI (θ) out of all-chances, that could have produced the sensed data of I F (x). Therefore, 
inferring these C OI (θ) and identifying which C OI (θ) have produced these sensed data of 
I F (x), lead to the creation of user-group from the set of sensed data. Hence, learning of 
C OI (θ) from the sensed data of I F (x) is an unsupervised learning problem. 
 
Theorem 1.  Revenue-renewal is amenable to finite mixture model 
 Proof. Revenue-renewal  is amenable to finite mixture model with latent variables, such 
that, I F (x) is determined from one of k latent C OI (θ), which are with varying different 
probabilities. 
Assuming j-dimensional I F (x) follows a k- component finite mixture distribution, we 
obtain
 
 
 
subject to 
k 
p(xj |θ) = 
∑ αk p(xj |θk )                                      (2) 
k=1
K ∑ αk   = 1                                                        (3) 
k=1
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where αk   is the mixing coefficient and θk   is the set of C OI parameters of the k-th mix- ture component p(xj |θk ).  Therefore, θ  = {α1, θ1, α2 , θ2, ..., αk , θk } be the complete set of parameters, those define this finite mixture model of revenue-renewal problem. 
Theorem 2.  Revenue-renewal is a non-linear optimization problem 
 Proof. Given a set of j independent and identically  distributed samples of IF(x), the log- 
likelihood corresponding to a k−component mixture is 
 
J           K 
logp(x|θ) = ∑ log ∑ αk p(xj |θk )                                (4)
j=1 k=1
 Hence, the objective function of estimating C OI (θ) from the sensed data of I F (x) is max- 
imizing its log-likelihood criterion.  Since, maximizing the logarithm of any likelihood is a 
non-linear optimization  problem, revenue-renewal problem (maximizing  log likelihood  esti- 
mator of C OI (θ)) is turned to a non-linear optimization  problem as follows 
θˆM L = argmaxθ {logp(x|θ)}                                    (5) 
  
 
Lemma 3.  Revenue-renewal is amenable to EM 
Proof. Since θˆM L  in Equation.   5 is not analytically tractable, EM is a natural choice to 
iteratively find the maximum likelihood solution of θˆM L of revenue-renewal problem. Hence, revenue-renewal is amenable to EM. 
 Stochastic monetization  is intended to synchronize to the continual  changes on com- 
mon interests. Hence, stochastic monetization problem is formulated to quantify the global 
performance of the likelihood of COI estimation in Bayesian settings.  Hence, let us vali- 
date how Autonomic  Happy IoT Management lays out the foundation of Online Stochastic 
Fact-finding (Theorem.  3). 
Theorem 3.  Autonomic Happy IoT Management lays out the theoretical foundation of 
Online Stochastic fact-finding 
 Proof. Autonomic Happy IoT Management  necessitates synchronization  to the dynamic 
usage-contexts, which is possible with iterative quantification of global performance of the 
likelihood of COI(θ) estimation.  This is only achievable with fact-finding with Bayesian 
bounds, which perform as a lower bound of the global MSE for COI (θ)-estimation[50][57][58]
 
MSEG = 
∫ ∫ 
(θˆ(x) − θ0 )(θˆ(x) − θ0 )T )T p(x, θ)dxdθ                          (6) 
Φ    Ω
where θϵΘ is random COI with a priori probability density function p(θ) = (p(x, θ)/p(x/θ)) 
and p(x, θ) is the joint probability function of the sensed data of observed IF(x) and COI (θ). 
Hence, Autonomic Happy IoT Management lays out the theoretical foundation of Online 
Stochastic fact-finding.
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   Let us justify Measurement model as an optimal solution of recruitment model, so that 
user-groups with most common interest is attracted (Lemma. 4). 
Lemma 4.  Measurement model works as an optimal solution of recruitment model 
 Proof. Measurement model initializes  user-groups with common interest through K-means 
clustering[52]-based for (a) re-assigning sensed data to user-groups, and (b) re-computing 
the preference of user-groups, until there is no change in user-group assignments. 
P layerA  assigns sensed data points (xn) to user-group (µk ) of P layerB, such that the sum of the squares of distances of each data point to its closest user-group (µk ) is minimum, which is expressed with the following objective function 
 
N    K 
J = ∑ ∑ rn,k ||xn  − µk ||2.                                                 (7) 
n=1 k=1 
Therefore, Player A  uses an iterative procedure in which each iteration involves two 
successive steps(Lemma.  5 and Lemma.  6) corresponding to successive optimization  with 
respect to rnk and µk   for user-group initialization. 
 Lemma 5.  Player A  (in stage 1), assigns n-th data point of observed data of IF(x)to the 
closest user-group of Player B 
rnk = { 1, if, k = argminj ||xn  − µj ||2 0, otherwise                                                    (8)
 Proof. Since, J  is a linear function of rnk , optimization  yields a closed form solution.  As terms involving different n are independent, optimization is performed for each n separately 
by choosing rnk to be 1 for whichever values of k gives the minimum value of 
||xn  − µk ||2                                                                                              (9) 
   
Lemma 6.  Player A (in stage 2), sets µk   equal to the preference of all data points(xn) of observed IF(x) assigned to the user-group k. ∑ 
rnk xnµk   = n ∑
n rnk 
(10)
Proof. As objective function is a quadratic function of µk , it can be minimized by setting its derivative with respect to µk to zero yielding 
 
N 
2 ∑ rnk (xn  − µk ) = 0                                              (11) 
n=1
which can be solved for µk   to yield   
µk   = 
 
∑ 
rnk xn ∑ 
  
(12)
n rnk 
12
 
where denominator is equal to the number of points assigned to usergroup k.
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   Let us validate learning model as an optimal solution of revenue-renewal problem (The- 
orem.  4), followed by the justification how Whiz quantifies the global performance of the 
likelihood estimation with EM (Theorem.  5). 
 Theorem 4.  Learning model solves revenue-renewal problem having latent user-group as a 
mixture component of the Gaussian mixture model 
 Proof. Recruitment problem holds the key assumption that C OI (θ) is distributed with mul- 
tivariate Gaussian distribution, which lays out the technical foundation for devising revenue- 
renewal problem with Gaussian  mixture  model[53], in which, how the components are mixed 
in which proportions is not known a priori  and hence, latent user-groups are represented 
by latent discrete variable.  Hence, let us assume that a user-group is represented by a k- 
dimensional latent variable z, such that one particular zk   is equal to one, where the rest of them are equal to zero. Hence, zk   satiesfies the following 
 
zk ϵ{0, 1}                                                       (13) 
Σk zk  = 1                                                         (14) 
Let us assume the distribution over this latent variable z is multinomial,  such as P (zk ) = 
πk , where πk   satiesfies the following 
 
0 ≤ πk  ≤ 1                                                       (15) 
 
 
k=1 πk  = 1                                                       (16) 
Therefore, given any I F (x) and latent user-group (z), their joint distribution is defined 
in terms of their conditional distribution and the distribution of latent user-group (z) as 
follows 
P (x, z) = P (z)P (x|z)                                       (17) 
Hence, the marginal distribution  of an I F (x) is obtained by summing the joint distribu- 
tion over all possible states of latent user-group (z). 
P (x) = ∑ P (z)P (x|z)                                      (18) 
z 
 Since, j-dimensional I F (x) is dependent upon j I F (x), each of which is measured from 
different latent z, the conditional distribution is expressed as 
 
J 
P (x|z) = ∏ P (xj |z)                                       (19) 
j=1
14
 
j,k
k=1
   
However, this conditional distribution  is written as follows 
 
J    K
P (x|z) = ∏ ∏ N (xj |µj,k , σ2 )(zk )                                                              (20)
j=1 k=1  Given user-group (z), only one term in product is active for all k, meaning zk   is the 
selector, where 
zk  = 1, for one index and zk =0, for others. Hence, we obtain 
J 
N (x|µk , Σk ) = 
∏ 
N (xj |µj,k , Σj,k )                              (21) 
j=1 
Therefore, the marginal distribution  over I F (x) is defined as 
P (x) = ΣK πk N (x|µk , Σk )                                  (22)
 Hence, the marginal distribution  of I F (x) is formulated with Gaussian mixture having 
user-group(z) as latent variable. 
Finally, we obtain the estimable C OI (θ) 
θ = (π, µ, Σ)                                            (23) 
C OI (θ) is estimable parameter of EM-based unsupervised online Bayesian mechanism (in 
Section II). Thus, learning model solves revenue-renewal problem having latent user-group as a mix- ture component of the Gaussian mixture model. 
 
Theorem 5. Whiz quantifies the global bound of likelihood estimation achieved with original EM 
 Proof. Whiz is equipped with a lower bound of the global MSE(M SEG ) for COI(θ) estimation[50], which is random with a prior probability distribution. Hence, 
∫
M SEG(θ) = M SEL (θ)p(θ)dθ                                          (24) 
Θ
 
Hence, Whiz quantifies the global bound of likelihood estimation achieved with original EM. 
 
Let us justify Whiz as an optimal solution of Online Stochastic fact-finding (Theorem. 6), preceded by the validation how latest fact-finding research[42] is deterministic (Lemma. 13). 
Lemma 7.  Fact-finding in[42] is a deterministic problem.
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p
   Proof. Authors in[42] have devised CRLB[50] on MSE for fact-finding problem of estimating 
parameter (i.e.  COI) (θ) from the sensed data (x) (i.e.  sensed data of the observed IF). 
However, this performs as a lower bound of the local MSE in true parameter value (θ0 ), such that p(x|θ0 ) is the likelihood of the observed data(x) parameterized by true parameter(θ0 )
and θˆ(x) is an estimator of θ0 .  Since true value of parameter (θ0 ) in[42] is devised as
deterministic (Definition.  5), fact-finding in[42] is a deterministic problem. 
 
Theorem 6.  Whiz is an optimal solution of Online Stochastic Fact-Finding 
 Proof. In comparison to local MSE (M SEL)[50], which is achieved with deterministic fact- finding (Lemma. 13), Whiz is equipped with a lower bound of the global MSE (M SEG)[50] for C OI (θ)  estimation  (Theorem.   5), where C OI (θ)  is random with a prior probability 
distribution.  Hence, Whiz is an optimal solution of Online Stochastic Fact-Finding. 
  
4.  Empirical Results 
 Extensive  experiments are performed on synthetic datasets to justify the supremacy of 
Whiz. Its estimation accuracy and convergence are justified over deterministic counterparts 
of revenue-renewal (i.e.  Tube[45]) and fact-finding  (i.e. EM[41], Bayesian[43], Voting[46], 
Average-log[54], Sums[54], TruthFinder[59] and PageRank[47]) schemes. Then, its estima- 
tion accuracy is evaluated by comparing its false positives and false negatives with true 
positives and true negatives, respectively. 
4.1. Comparison  with counterpart revenue-renewal model(i.e. Tube) 
The supremacy of Whiz (denoted as Whiz ) is evaluated over a counterpart  revenue- 
renewal model, namely Tube (denoted as Tube[45]) in terms of the estimation accuracy. 
4.1.1. Experiment  set-up 
Tube[45] monitors Smart-device usage between time-independent and time-dependent schemes to estimate optimal  waiting function  parameters, so Smart-device users defer an application  session for a given amount of time (τ ) for a given discount (d) from some baseline metered price. However, the waiting function is parameterized to quantify the various price- delay trade-offs corresponding to different users and application  sessions. Moreover, this waiting function is decreasing in time deferred (τ ) and concave and increasing in the discount offered (d), since users are less likely to defer as time deferred increases but are more likely to defer if offered a larger monetary reward 
 
d wp (d, τ ) = λ (τ + 1)ρ                                                                               (25) 
where ρ is a parameter measuring patience, the patience index and λp is an appropriate normalized constant. 
Therefore,  we have devised  Tube[45] as a counterpart  deterministic  revenue-renewal model with EM having observation and parameter summarized in Table. 2.   However, Whiz is devised with EM with BCRLB to estimate COI from the Smart-device data of
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Terminologies Notation(Tube) Notation(Whiz) 
Observation Discount (d ), Defer-time (τ ) IF (x) 
Parameter Patience (ρ) COI (θ) 
 
Table 2: Terminologies and Notations in Tube[45] and Whiz 
  
 observed IF. In our experiment, the actual estimation variance of COI is obtained from the 
average root mean square error (RMSE) over all IF. 
 
4.1.2. Results 
In this first experiment (Fig. 4(a)), the estimation accuracy of Whiz is compared with that of Tube[45] by varying the number of IF. The results are averaged over 100 experiments. The RMSE remains much smaller than the Tube, even when the number of IF increases. The RMSE remains much smaller than Tube throughout the time. However, as the number of IF increases, Whiz gradually tracks the variation of COI more accurately and converges to the RMSE. Hence, The higher number of IF leads to the higher availability  of the observed data for more accurate quantification  of COI estimation in Whiz. In the second experiment  (Fig. 4(b)), the estimation accuracy of Whiz is compared with that of Tube[45] by varying the number of COI. Tube seems to be higher than the RMSE throughout.  However, as the number of COI increases, Whiz  tracks the RMSE more accurately and soon converges to it. Since the higher number of COI helps in acquiring sufficient Bayesian knowledge, more accurate quantification  of COI estimation is achieved in Whiz. In the third experiment (Fig. 4(c)), the estimation accuracy of Whiz is compared with that of Tube[45] by varying the satisfaction ratio of IF. The satisfaction ratio of IF denotes its probability of successfully estimating COI. However, this ratio is varied from 0 to 1 in our experiment.  Then, the results are averaged over 100 experiments.  As the satisfaction ratio of IF increases, both schemes gradually  tend to converge to the RMSE. However, Whiz tracks the estimation variation more accurately than Tube. Hence, the higher satisfaction on IF leads to better quantification of COI estimation, which is, in fact, achieved through the Bayesian offline filtering mode of Whiz. In the fourth experiment (Fig. 4(d)), Whiz is compared with Tube[45] by varying the demand frequency of IF. The demand frequency of IF denotes the frequency of observations it makes. Hence, a 10 observations is regarded as the demand ratio of 1 during the experi- ment. Then, the results are averaged over 100 experiments. As the demand ratio increases, both schemes tend to converge to the RMSE. Hence, frequent observations lead to the better quantification of COI estimation, which is achieved through the Bayesian online filtering mode of Whiz. 
4.2. Comparison  with state-of-the-art deterministic  fact-finders 
The supremacy of Stochastic Monetization  property of Whiz is compared with the 
state-of-the-art deterministic  fact-finders, namely Voting[46], Page-rank[47], Average-Log,
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Figure  4: Comparison  of estimation accurary between Whiz and a counterpart revenue-renewal model (i.e Tube[45]) 
  
 Sums[54], Truth-finder[59], Bayesian  fact-finder[43] and EM-based  fact-finder[41] in terms 
of the estimation accuracy. 
 
4.2.1. Experiment Settings 
A simulator is set on Matlab  to generate a random number of IF and COI. The satisfaction- ratio of an IF is represented by a probability  P1, which is assumed to be randomly generated. On the other hand, the satisfaction-ratio of a COI is represented by P2, which is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0.5 to 1. In the experiment, the estimation accuracy of IF satisfaction is obtained by comparing the computed ground truth probability with the ground truth probability, that holds the truth.  However, the estimation accuracy of COI satisfaction is obtained from two metrics, namely false positives and false negatives.  The false positive is denoted by the ratio of number of false COI, that are classified as true, over total number of COI, that are classified as true. However, the false negative is denoted by the ratio of true COI, that are classified as false, over the total number of COI, that are classified as false. 
4.2.2. Results 
In the first experiment (Fig.5(a)-5(c)), the estimation accuracy of Whiz is compared with that of state-of-art fact-finders by varying the number of IF. Hence, the number of COI is kept fixed at 50, of which 25 are satisfactory and 25 are unsatisfactory.  However, the number of IF is varied from 1 to 10. Moreover, each IF is assumed to be related with 10 COI. Then, the results are averaged over 100 experiments. As the number of IF increases, Whiz provides much lower estimation error than the state-of-art fact-finders. Since the inclusion
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Figure 5: ((a)-(i)) Comparison of estimation accuracy between Whiz  and counterpart monetization schemes 
baseline fact-finders, and ((j)-(l)) convergence of Whiz
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of IF enhances the chance of the availability of the Bayesian knowledge about COI, Whiz achieves better estimation accuracy than others. In the second experiment (Fig.5(d)-5(f)), the estimation accuracy of the Whiz is com- pared with that of other fact-finders, when the number of COI per IF changes. Hence, the total number of satisfactory and unsatisfactory COI are kept 25 respectively. Moreover, the average number of COI per IF is kept 1 to 10, by assuming there are total 50 IF. Then, the results are averaged over 100 experiments.   The higher number of COI per IF leads to the gradual degradation of the estimation accuracy in all schemes. However, Whiz uses Bayesian knowledge to distinguish the satisfactory COI from the unsatisfactory  one and thus globally quantifies the likelihood to achieve higher estimation accuracy than others. In the third experiment (Fig.5(g)-5(i)), the impact of the ratio of the satisfactory COI is compared among all schemes. Hence, the ratio of the satisfactory COI is varied from 0.1 to 0.6, while keeping the total number of COI fixed at 50. Moreover, the number of IF is kept fixed at 50, while keeping the average number of COI per IF 10. Then, the results are averaged over 100 experiments.  Whiz shows almost the similar performance like other schemes, when the ratio of the satisfactory  COI is small. However, as this ratio increases, Whiz gradually  achieves higher estimation accuracy.  Since this higher satisfactory ratio helps in acquiring better Bayesian knowledge about COI, the global quantification of the likelihood estimation is achieved with Whiz. In the fourth experiment (Fig.5(j)-5(l)), the convergence property of Whiz is evaluated in terms of the estimation error of IF satisfaction and COI satisfaction. Hence, the number of both satisfactory and unsatisfactory COI is kept 25. Moreover, the number of IF is kept 50, while keeping the average number of COI per IF 10. Then, the results are averaged over 100 experiments.   Initially the presence of unsatisfactory COI leads to higher estimation error. However, as soon as Bayesian knowledge is achieved about COI, Whiz achieves better estimation accuracy and converges. Hence, as the iteration increases, Whiz converges with Bayesian global quantification of the likelihood estimation of COI. 
4.3. Estimation accuracy from False Negatives/False Positives 
The estimation accuracy of Whiz is evaluated by comparing its false positives and false 
negatives with true positives and true negatives, respectively, which are computed from the 
ground truth. 
 
4.3.1. Results 
In the first experiment (Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(e)), the estimation accuracy is evaluated through false positives/negatives by varying the number of IF. Hence, the number of true and false COI are kept fixed at 1000, while keeping the average number of observations per IF 300.  However, the number of IF are varied from 0 to 20.  Then,  the results are averaged over 1000 experiments.   As the number of IF increases, false positives and false negatives track the actual values more accurately and gradually decrease to the minimal value. Hence, the higher number of IF leads to the better chance of the availability  of the observed knowledge, which is required for the quantification  of the COI estimation.
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Figure 6: Estimation  accuracy of Whiz  in terms of False Negatives and False Positives 
   In the second experiment (Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(f)), the estimation accuracy is evaluated 
through false positives/negatives by varying the number of COI. Hence, the number of IF is 
kept fixed at 30, while keeping the average number of observations per IF 100. However, true 
and false observations are kept the same. Moreover, the number of COI is varied from 0 to 
20. Then, the results are averaged over 1000 experiments.  As the number of COI increases, 
false positives and false negatives track the actual values more accurately, however, their 
estimation performance degrades. Since the number of IF and observation per IF remain 
the same, the increasing number of COI leads to the degraded performance in estimation. 
In the third experiment (Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(g)), the estimation accuracy is evaluated through false positives/negatives by varying the satisfaction ratio of IF. Hence, the number of IF is kept 30, while keeping the number of true and false observations 1000. However, the observation per IF is set to 100. Then, the satisfaction ratio of IF is varied from 0 to 1. As the satisfaction ratio of IF increases, estimated false positives and false negatives track the actual values more accurately and decrease to converge. Hence, the higher satisfaction ratio of IF leads to the higher chance of the accurate quantification of COI estimation. In the fourth experiment (Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 6(h)), the estimation accuracy is evaluated
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Figure  7: System Architecture 
  through false positives and false negatives by varying the demand ratio of IF. Hence, the 
number of IF is kept at 50, while keeping the number of true and false COI 1000. However, 
the demand ratio is varied from 0.1 to 1. Then,  the results are averaged over 1000 exper- 
iments.  As the demand ratio of IF increases, estimated false negatives and false positives 
track the actual values more accurately and decrease to converge.  Frequent observations 
made by IF facilitate more Bayesian knowledge about COI. Hence, the higher demand ratio 
of IF leads to the accurate quantification  of the COI estimation. 
 4.4. Personalized IoT-Service  Recommendation: Data Collection,  Prototype Development 
and YouTube-usage dynamics Approximation 
A survey is undergone among 78 academicians  (i.e.   39 students,  22 alumni  and 17 
school officials) about their Smart-device usage-pattern in different contexts, such as emo- 
tion, weather, location and time of a day[60]. It is followed by prototype app installation on 
their Smart-devices to monitor traffic pattern and to incorporate their real time feedback in 
different weather, location and time. However, as it is difficult to infer emotion from traffic- 
patterns,  E-mail  survey dataset[60] results are utilized  to infer their behavioral pattern. 
Hence, this offline dataset is utilized for ground truth selection in prototype development for 
personalized service recommendation in an example Happy IoT scenario[60]. Then, dynamic 
usage-contexts among YouTube video user-groups are approximated with Whiz on YouTube 
dataset[55]. Finally, filtering of rumor spreading trend among dynamic user-groups in social 
network is approximated with Whiz on Higgs Twitter  dataset[56].Moreover, approximation 
on datasets are performed with Psychic-inference-engine[60], a Python-based  library for
22
 
   
  
Figure  8: Smart Agent 
   multivariate Gaussian distribution. Python is used to utilize the benefit of open source sci- 
entific computational-tools like Numpy, Scipy, Matplotlib,  etc, since these libraries support 
computations involving matrix operations, like variance-covariance, inverse and transpose. 
 
4.4.1. Data Collection 
Primary  survey questionnaires are intended to discover participants passion about vari- ous Smart-devices, such as Smart-phone  (94.1%), Smart-tab  (41.2%), Smart-TV (11.8%) or even Smart home-appliances(5.9%)[60]. Most  of them prefer Smart-devices as an essential companion (64.7%) or entertainment  media (58.8%). A glimpse of their entertainment affec- tion is that most of them always(35.3%) or sometimes (47.1%) enjoy radio/ TV-programs. Among them, the majority of them prefer such entertainment prior to sleep (47.1%), how- ever, the rest enjoy entertainment  at either travelling  (from/to  workplace) (41.1%) or dinner time (29.4%). Not surprisingly, their affection to entertainment  (58.8%), news (58.8%) or drama (29.4%) and even sports (35.3%) is an indication of priority on multimedia Big Data in Smart-device traffic.  Participants are asked to guess about their possible emotion (e.g. happiness, sadness, boredom, relaxation)  in different parts of a day.  Moreover,  they are instructed to predict preferred services (e.g. Music, Chatting,  Browsing, Social Networking, TV/Radio program, Gaming) in their different emotions. Questionnaires are also intended to retrospect the discrepancy of emotions and relevant services in different weather condi- tions, such as sunny, snowy, rainy and cloudy. Participants are asked about their preferred services at travelling (e.g travelling to or from workplace) or stationary  (e.g at workplace or home) moments. Consequently, location-based usage-pattern is apparently an indication of usage-preferences in different parts (e.g. morning, afternoon, evening, night) in a day. Moreover, questionnaires are set to derive behavioral service usage-pattern specially in so- cial network-based services, which have recently emerged as popular items. In this context,
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Figure 9: Web UI prototype in service recommendation scenario for work-going persons. 
  questionnaires resemble participants  interest about music (47.1%), comedy (29.3%) or even 
drama (35.3%) in social gathering, which more or less indicate consumer-affection for enter- 
tainment in social network.  Consequently, a large portion (53.3%) are reported to engage 
themselves in sharing music/video/photo in social network. Moreover, the majority (64.7%) 
express that they generally share their emotions through social networks. 
 
4.4.2. Prototype Development 
Prototype is developed to infer Smart-device users usage-dynamics in different weather, time and location;  recommend service and meanwhile, incorporate  their real-time  feed- back. Prototype  includes Smart-Agent, Collection  Server, Autonomic  Inference Manager and Hadoop-based Traffic Measurement and Analysis Platform (Fig. 7)[60].  Smart-Agent (Fig. 8), an Android  client installed on Smart-device, tracks users time and environmen- tal information.  However, whenever users visualize recommendation on their interest (i.e. COI), they either execute or decline recommended service and consequently give real-time feedback. Based on earned satisfaction  on personal interest, their feedback is awesome, good, so so or even worse. Hence, Smart-device users service-execution, declinement, usage-time, usage-duration and real-time feedback are functional as IF for service providers. Collection server is equipped with three major sub-modules, namely Traffic Analyzer, Location Ana-
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Figure 10: Co-occurrence matrix for inferring different video user-groups in YouTube dataset 
  lyzer and Weather Analyzer. Traffic Analyzer is developed with Jpcap to analyze network 
traffic of Smart-device users. However, Location Analyzer is developed with KISA location 
API to extract the location information through IP address. Moreover, Weather Analyzer 
is developed with Yahoo weather API to extract the weather information.  On the other 
hand, Autonomic  Inference Manager is equipped with two major sub-modules, namely Pol- 
icy Server and Service Management Module.  Policy Server incorporates autonomous learning 
engine to learn service-recommendation, manage policy and datasets for a service manage- 
ment system. Service Management Module, on the other hand, is used by service-providers 
to visualize user-statistics, edit/configure/view  service recommendation policies, improvise 
system performance, etc.  Hadoop-based traffic-measurement and analysis platform main- 
tains datasets of traffic-analysis history and offline survey. As it is very difficult to predict 
user-emotion from traffic-analysis, survey questionnaires are dedicated to know about peo- 
ples preferred services in different emotions for different location or weather on even different 
parts of a day. 
 
4.4.3. YouTube Video user-groups approximation 
YouTube dataset[55] is trained with Whiz to approximate  user-groups (i.e.  COI) for different video categories (Fig. 10).  Hence, latent 5 user-groups, namely music, drama, sports, travel are considered as COI in experiment. Even though YouTube-usage dynamics is inferred from number of views, shares, total watch time, even number of subscribers of the channel or even duration of statistical  analysis, total number of views is assumed as IF in our experiment. Music is preferred, when participants  are either travelling from/to workplace. Among them, majority enjoy reality-shows, when they are relaxing at home.However, the rest, more or less, enjoy comedy shows. On the other hand, drama is preferred, when they
25
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Figure 11: Estimation  accuracy with accelerometer traces 
  are taking rest at home or travelling from/to work. Among them majority prefer browsing 
different channels, when they get lunch-break. However, the rest prefer news, when they are 
travelling from/to workplace. 
 
4.4.4. User Activity Approximation 
Cenceme[61] dataset is trained with Whiz  to approximate  user activity from the observed uploading data of users, so that smart-phone users upload real time sensed data to server, by maintaining  trade-off between accuracy/battery  consumption.  Cenceme dataset contains 2 weeksʼ sensed information  (i.e. accelerometer raw data and GPS location coordinates) of 20 Nokia N95 users (i.e. students and staff members) of the department of Computer Science and Biology at the Dartmouth college.  Users activities  (i.e.  COI)(e.g sitting, running, walking, standing) are estimated by using Whiz from observed data of Accelerometer and GPS traces. Accelerometer raw traces are observed from Timestamp (i.e. the time when the line has been written into the log file) and Xacc, Yacc, Zacc, the accelerations on the three axes. It is observed (Fig. 11) that Whiz converges to RMSE pretty faster than conventional EM with accelerometer data. However its offline version gives better estimation accuracy, since continuous movement/motion  often causes deviation  from accuracy.  On the other hand (Fig. 12), Whiz converges to RMSE relatively slower than EM with GPS data (e.g. altitude,latitude,longitude,hdop,speed*altitude,latitude,longitude ,hdop,speed). However, it online version yields better estimation accuracy, since GPS are difficult to process, as often there might be no samples. Moreover, offline version works better in situation like user is sitting for long period (e.g. 15 minutes) and users last known position is significant in this quantification.
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Figure 12: Estimation accuracy with GPS traces 
 
4.4.5. Social Rumor Trend Approximation 
The Higgs Twitter  dataset[56] is trained with Whiz to approximate the trend of Social Rumor spreading at a scientific event (Fig. 13). The Higgs dataset includes Twitter messages before, during and after the announcement of discovery of a new particle on 4th July, 2012. The dataset consists of 985590 Tweets collected between 1st July 2012 to 7th July 2012, which include one of the following keywords, such as ihc, cern, boson and higgs. The resulting social network graph consists of 456631 sources (i.e.Tweet  authors)  and 14855875 directed edges (i.e. follower/followee relationship).  Accuracy  of rumor estimation is filtered among four latent user-groups, who are categorized based on time intervals on rumor-spreading. It is observed that (Fig. 11), higher estimation accuracy is achieved among the first user- group, since rumor spreads faster at beginning.  Then, the lowest estimation accuracy is achieved after the pre-announcement, since rumor spreads at the slowest rate. However, the estimation accuracy is increased a bit gradually, since there are still curiosity among people before final announcement. At long last, relatively higher estimation accuracy is achieved, since there is a common trend of diffusion of rumor across the other end of the world as time elapses. In this first experiment, the estimation accuracy is evaluated by varying the number of observed IF (i.e. Retweeting, Replying, Mentioning,  Following).  The results are averaged over 50 experiments.  It is observed that offline converges faster than online to RMSE. Since online version needs to continuously regulate Tweeter sources to acquire better knowledge about rumor trend, they converge to RMSE gradually. However, offline version, after few in- tervals, regulate knowledge about rumor event from the observations on retweeting, replying and mentioning neighboring nodes and therefore, converge faster. In the second experiment, the estimation accuracy is evaluated by varying the number
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Figure 13: Filtering  social rumor trend with Online and different Offline modes of Whiz 
  of COI (i.e.  social user-groups on different time periods, such as before pre-event, during 
pre-event, post-pre-event and before main-event, during-main-event  and after-main-event 
).The results are averaged over 50 experiments.  Even though both online and offline ver- sions converge to RMSE, offline does it in a faster way. However, as COI increases, offline quantification assists capturing similarity in rumor trends, especially between two pairs of user-groups (pre-pre-event and after-pre-event) and (pre-main event, after-main-event). In the third experiment, the estimation accuracy is evaluated by varying the satisfaction ratio of observed data source(i.e. Retweeting, Replying, Mentioning, Following). The satis- faction ratio denotes its probability  of successfully estimating COI. However, this is varied from 0 to 1 in our experiment.  Then, the results are averaged over 50 experiments.  Even- tually, as this ratio increases, both schemes gradually  converge to RMSE, however online version seems to be faster.  The increase in satisfaction of observed IF assists in gradually acquiring better knowledge in COI estimation. In the fourth experiment, the estimation accuracy is evaluated by varying the frequency of the observation an IF performs.  In this context, a 100 observations is regarded as the demand ratio of 1 during the experiment.  Then, the results are averaged over 50 experiments. As the demand ratio increases, all schemes gradually  converge to the RMSE. However, online converges relatively faster than offline.  The frequent the Tweets are observed in between first pre event and main event, for example, the better is the chance of acquiring sufficient knowledge about main event.
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5.  Related Works 
 Autonomic Happy IoT Management necessitates service providers to synchronize to the 
dynamic usage-contexts of subscribers. In this context, service providers design innovative 
incentivization  mechanisms to motivate subscribers and thereby measure the immediate re- 
sponse through some incentive filters.  Hence, unsupervised online Bayesian mechanism is 
turned out to be a solution of stochastic fact-finding of iteratively  estimating fact(usage- 
context) from the source(incentive-filter), when fact is assumed to be random with a prior 
probability distribution. In this context, state-of-art of IoT-driven  context-aware services, 
innovative incentivization  mechanisms and incentive filters; fact-finding and Bayesian syn- 
chronizers are presented. 
5.1. Context-awareness in IoT Services 
Usage-contexts(emotion, weather, location, etc), inferred from ambient sensed informa- tion of subscribers smart-devices, are frequently utilized by IoT service providers for context- aware services. 
5.1.1. Emotion-awareness 
Emotional  mode inferred from smart-device traces are used in personal  search[3], well- being[4] or personalized shopping applications[5].  Behavioral  pattern of individuals and groups is often inferred from mobility-pattern,  weather, time and activity  to facilitate  a personalized  search experience for smart-device users[3]. Moreover,  on/off-campus  mobility pattern, collected from Smartphone sensors, are utilized to infer individual behavior pattern for well-being care at sickness[4]. Global  behavioral pattern(idle  walking, fast walking and stopping) of smart-phone users in shopping malls are used to predict the near future behav- ior for a personalized shopping experience[5]. Moreover, psychological states of Smartphone users play a vital role, if an obtrusive way is applied, for example, e-mail survey on privacy concern about Smartphone apps[62]. Gaussian mixture models, collaborative  filtering are recognized as prominent tools to infer emotions in IoT-enabled services. For example, Gaus- sian mixture model is used to infer the correlation between activity  and emotion and emotion and location among individuals  and groups from smart-phone usage-history[39]. Moreover, evolvable classification and collaborative inference are devised to predict the human behavior from the smart-phone usage-contexts[63]. 
5.1.2. Location-awareness 
Location  traces from the smart-devices are used in traffic signal detection [6][7], transit tracking[8][9], localization[10][11], sociability detection[12],  consumer-care[13][14][15], media- sharing[16] and transportation[17].  In this context, supervised and unsupervised  classifiers[6], support vector regression model and low-pass and collaborative  filters[7] are frequently used to detect traffic signal from Smartphone GPS traces. However, online filtering[8], activity classification,  spatio-temporal  route-matching  and hidden markov model[9] are applied  in transit tracking from Smartphone GPS traces.  Support vector machine, color clustering- based classification[10], topic  models[11], reinforcement  learning[12] are used for identify- ing logical location, characterizing places and recognizing sociability in office environment
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   from ambient sensor reading of smart-devices.   GPS localization  scheme is also devised 
in to recommend the cheaper grocery product  and store location  Smartphone  users[13]. 
Moreover,  markov decision model[14], hidden markov decision model and adaptive sampling 
schemes[15] are devised  to infer the mobility pattern of Smart-device WiFi tracks to find 
missing mobile devices and to predict the optimal user-experience in wireless connectivity. 
Often estimation  theory[16], collaborative  filtering[17] are used for inferring  colocation  pat- 
terns in media content-usage among fellow commuters and predicting bus route or arrival 
time from the surrounding environmental contexts of Smartphone users. 
 
5.1.3. Environment-awareness 
Smart-device traces are used in environmental report generation[18][19][20], event detec- tion [21][22][23].  Regression model[18], hidden  markov  model[19], compressive sensing[20] are frequently  used to measure air pollution,  generate environmental impact  report or noise map by quantifying the relation between environmental characteristics(local traffic, population and weather) and smart-device traces. However, online decentralized anomaly detection[21], Bayesian statistics[23] are also devised for smart-device based earthquake and nuclear threat monitoring in a city.  Moreover, resource metering, forced amnesia, sensor taint tracking  and access control  mechanisms[22] are devised for smart-device based party thermometer application. 
5.2. Incentivization 
Innovative incentive mechanisms are designed by IoT-service providers to motivate sub- 
scribers with monetary support [24][25][26], social reputation [27][28][29], quality-of-information 
assurance[30][31] or even enhanced  consumer  care [32][33][34]. Stackelberg game[24], reverse- 
auction[25], micro-payment-based[26] incentivization schemes reserve the lowest service charge 
for subscribers, motivate altruism  and even encourage competitiveness.  Repeated game, 
simple heuristic based incentive mechanisms incentivize subscribers for complying with the 
prescribed social strategy[27], maintaining  individual  fairness and social  welfare[28] and 
thereby sometimes reward comes as increased reputation in the social network[29]. Optimal 
auction[30], game theory[31] benefice those subscribers, who have given useful and accurate 
information in recent time. Simple  heuristics[32], greedy[33] incentivization  schemes often 
motivate subscribers through context specific 3D-budget utilization  and even mobility aware 
search experience. Even psychological insights[34], such as human demands are often flexible 
to genre, accessibility  and price of incentive; often fewer choices simplify decision making 
of participant  are utilized by service providers to incentivize subscribers, for example, by 
prefetching mode-specific media content in a Wi-Fi hotspot. 
 
5.3. Incentive Filter 
Conventional incentive-filter/popularity-measurement-tools (download-count, user-rating, 
usage-duration) are now renovated [35][36][37] to adapt to the dynamic IoT service-usage. 
Prepp[35] is such an effort, which predicts not only which Smart-device app might be used, 
but also when it might be used. Appjoy[36] does it with a collaborative filtering technique. 
However, Pulse[37] translates qualitative  user-reaction(frequent head-movement/talking  or
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   lack of attention during movie) into quantitative user-rating. The increasing demand of inter- 
net media traffic also introduce  video-engagement-measurement tools[64], such as startup 
latency, genre of buffering event, the quality of video. Moreover,  ad-supported and sub- 
scription  based media-traffic business models necessitate additional  popularity  measure- 
ment tools,  such as ad-playing  and user-retention time,  etc.   However, user-interaction, 
application-usage, network traffic and energy are often utilized together to derive not only 
quantitative variance, but also the qualitative  similarities  among usage-behavior. In this 
context, dynamic usage-behavior is often monitored through the network edges, which are 
scalable, flexible and free of the burdens of centralized control[65]. 
 
5.4. Fact-Finding 
Even though the early age of fact-finding research is characterized by the weighted rank- 
ing, recent relevant efforts are renovated by the inclusion of credibility with the advent of 
statistical learning. Voting[46], an earlier fact-finder, is believing on the fact reported by the 
majority sources. Hence, the most voted facts are often believed over relatively few reliable 
facts. Similarly, PageRank[47] rates a web-page as popular by calculating  its many backlinks 
or a few highly ranked backlinks.  Hence, not-so-popular web-pages are often more accurate 
than the popular  one.  In this context,  fact-finding[54], characterized  by nodes(sources, 
claims), edges(who claims what), is introduced as an iterative weighted ranking process for 
sources and claims.  However, the credibility  of neither the source nor the claim is achiev- 
able through such weighted-sum approach.  In this context, TruthFinder[59] is introduced 
to iteratively infer the trustworthiness of websites and facts from the simple relationships 
between different claims. Bayesian interpretation quantifies the probability  that a source is 
truthful or a claim is true in the absence of the detailed prior knowledge[43]. However, this 
scheme is very sensitive to initial conditions of iterations. Maximum likelihood estimation 
calculates the reliability  of fact without any prior knowledge of the reliability  of sources[41]. 
However, the desired estimation performance is not guaranteed with such local likelihood 
estimation. In this context, Cramer-Rao lower bound quantifies the error of an unbiased fact 
estimator in the deterministic setting[42] . However, the scheme is based on the assumption 
of independent facts and the hardness of fact-estimation is not taken into consideration. 
However, the global quantification of the likelihood estimation is not achievable with such 
deterministic lower bound. Attempts are undergoing to incorporate prior knowledge into ba- 
sic fact-finder, through several extended algorithms, namely average-log, investment, pooled 
investment. The notions of hardness of claims is also introduced into fact-finding through 
algorithms, namely cosine, 2-estimates and 3-estimate[66]. 
 
5.5. Bayesian Synchronizers 
Lower bound based suboptimal synchronizers [50][57][58][67] are extensively used in syn- 
chronization purposes by the signal processing community. These bounds are classified into 
two major categories, namely deterministic bounds (for example: Cramer-Rao bound) and 
Bayesian bounds (For example: Bayesian  Cramer-Rao  Bound)  [50]. Bayesian  bounds are 
also subdivided into two categories, Ziv-Zakai family, which is derived from a Binary Hy- 
pothesis testing problem and the Weiss-Weinstein family, which is derived from a covariance
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   inequality  problem[50]. Moreover, these lower bounds are often classified as ʼcontinuous and 
discreteʼ[67], ʼonline  and offlineʼ[57][58] and ʼunconditional and conditionalʼ[68] based on the 
context and the availability  of the observed information for synchronization purposes. 
  
6.  Conclusion 
 In a Happy IoT,  service providersʼ  revenue synchronizes to the compliances, inferred 
from the unreliable sensed data of smart-device users. In this context, we have proposed an 
unsupervised online Bayesian mechanism Whiz, which enables service providers to adapt to 
the continual change in common interests of Smart-device users. Hence, Whiz works as an 
optimal solution of online stochastic fact-finding, such that not only the likelihood of fact 
(e.g usage-context) is estimated, but also the global performance of likelihood is quantified 
through online Bayesian filtering, respectively. Extensive experiments on synthetic datasets 
prove the supremacy of Whiz over deterministic  revenue-renewal model (i.e Tube[45]) and 
the conventional  fact-finders (i.e voting[46], authority  and hub[54], Bayesian[43], Likelihood[41] 
and Cramer-Rao[42] approaches). Accordingly,  by utilizing an offline e-mail survey dataset[60] 
about Smart-device-usage, we have developed prototypes on Android  and web-platforms for 
a context-aware service recommendation scenario for work-going persons. Finally, YouTube[55] and Twitter[56] datasets are trained with Whiz  to approximate dynamic usage-contexts and to filter social rumor trends, respectively. 
  
7.  Appendix 
 Once common user-groups are initialized,  learning model is used by service providers for 
estimating the likelihood  of COI(θ)  (Lemma.  8) from the incomplete sensed data. 
Lemma 8.  The E-step and M -step of EM are as follows 
E-Step:   P layerA  computes the log likelihood,  where expectation is taken with respect to old C OI (θt­1) and sensed data D[69] 
 
Q(θ, θt­1) = E[lc(θ)|D, θt­1]                                  (26) 
M-Step:  P layerA  updates C OI (θ), that maximizes the Q-function(Q(θ, θt­1), derived 
at E-step), to be used as estimate of COI(θ) at next iteration. 
 
θt = argmaxθ Q(θ,θt­1)                                     (27) 
As this unsupervised problem is amenable to general EM, Whiz-EM assists service 
providers in completing the observed data by iteratively  guessing the latent user-groups (Lemma.  9)(Lemma.  10) and then re-estimating the preference (Lemma.  11), discrepancy (Lemma.  12) and mixing strategy (Lemma.  13) of user-groups by using the guessed values as true values.
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Lemma 9.  The expected complete data likelihood of Whiz-EM is given by[69]
Q(θ, θt­1) , E[∑ logp(xi , zi |θ)] 
1
= ∑ ∑ γik logπk  − 
∑ γik [log|Σk | + (xi  − µk )T Σ­1(xi  − µk )]              (28)
i      k                                         i
Proof. Q(θ, θt­1) , E[∑ 
K 
logp(xi , zi |θ)]
= ∑i E[log[∏k=1 (πk p(xi |θk ))I (zi =k)]] = ∑i ∑k E[I (zi  = k)]log[πk p(xi |θk )]= ∑i ∑k p(zi  = k|xi , θ t­1 )log[πk p(xi |θk )]
= ∑i ∑k γik logπk  + ∑ ∑k γik logp(xi |θk )
= ∑i ∑k γik logπk  − 2 
∑
i γik [log|Σk | + (xi  − µk ) Σk    (xi  − µk )]
  
Lemma 10.  The user-group responsibility (γznk ) represents the posterior probability of any user-group (k) for generating any sensed data point (xn) of any IF(x). 
     πk   N  (x|µk ,  
Σk )  γ(z   ) = 
j=1 πj N (x|µj , Σj ) (29)
 Proof. Letπk be the prior probability of zk    = 1, the posterior probability(γ(znk )) for the observed x is calculted with Bayesʼ theorem 
γ(znk ) = p(zk  = 1|x) = p(zk    =  1)p(x|zk   =  1) 
K 
j=1p(zj =1)p(x|zj =1) 
=      πk   N  (x|µk ,  
Σk )   
j=1 πj N (x|µj , Σj ) 
(30)
 
 
Lemma 11.  The preference(µk ) for k-th user-group is updated by taking the weighted mean of the all sensed data points (xn ) of any observed IF(x), where user-group responsibility  is used as a weighting factor. 
1   N   
where 
µk   = 
     ∑ 
N n=1  
N 
γ(znk )xn,                                                   (31)
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Nk   = 
∑ γ(znk )                                          (32) 
n=1 
is effective number of sensed data points assigned to user-group k. 
Proof. Setting the derivative of 
ln(x|π, µ, Σ)                                            (33) 
with respect to Preference matrix(µk ) to zero yields 
 
0 = ∑  πk   N  (xn|µk ,  Σk ) Σj πj N (xn |µj , Σj ) 
 
Σ­1 (xn 
 
− µk 
 
)                          (34)
i=1
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Multiplying by Σk yields 
 
1   N   
where 
µk   = 
     ∑ 
N n=1 
γ(znk )xn,                                                   (35)
 
N 
Nk   = 
∑ γ(znk )                                          (36) 
n=1 
is effective number of data points assigned to user-group/cluster k. 
 Lemma 12.  The discrepancy matrix(Σk ) is updated with each sensed data point weighted by user-group responsibility  and with denominator given by the effective number of data points, 
associated with the corresponding component 
 
1   NΣk = 
     ∑ 
N n=1 
γ(znk )(xn  − µk )(xn  − µk )T (37)
Proof. Setting the derivative of  
ln(x|π, µ, Σ)                                            (38)
with respect to Discrepancy matrix(Σk ) to zero, once we obtain  
1   NΣk = 
     ∑ 
N n=1 
γ(znk )(xn  − µk )(xn  − µk )T (39)
 
 
 
Lemma 13.  The mixing coefficient of k-th user-group (πk ) is updated by using the average responsibility,  that user-group k  takes for generating data (xn) of observed sensed data of IF.
πk  = Nk                                                                                                 (40) N
Proof. As mixing co-efficients sum to one, by applying a Lagrangian multiplier and maxi- 
mizing the following 
    
we obtain 
K 
lnp(x|π, µ, Σ) + λ(∑ πk  − 1)                                      (41) 
k=1
N 
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∑      
 n|  k        k ∑  + λ                                 (42) 
n=1 j πj N (xn |µj , Σj )
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Muliplying  both sides by πk   and summing over k, the assumption    
 
yields 
K ∑ πk  = 1                                                        (43) 
k=1
πk  = Nk                                                                                                 (44) N
  
 Online Filtering mode (Definition. 4) is used by service providers to synchronize to the 
frequent change in common interests among user-groups. Hence, the global quantification 
(Lemma.  15) of the likelihood of C OI (θ)-estimation is achieved with Bayesian online fil- 
tering. This is effective, especially, when the uncertainty  becomes high and the initial prior 
knowledge about C OI (θ) suddenly turns to irrelevant, as it evolves over time. 
Definition 4.  Online Filtering Mode: Player A, as soon as k -th sensed data from IF (xk 
) is received, estimates Player  Bʼs C OI (θk ) by using current  and previously  sensed data (xK  = [x1, x2,.... xk ]T ) of IF 
 Lemma 14.  Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) quantifies the local performance of an un- 
biased and deterministic estimator (θˆ(x)) of the actual COI(θ∗) by satisfying  the following 
inequality[50]
Ex|θ=θ∗  = [(θˆ(x) − θ∗)(θˆ(x) − θ∗) ] > C RLB(θ∗ )                    (45)
 Lemma 15.  Bayesian Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (BCRLB)[50] quantifies the global perfor- 
mance of an estimator(θˆ(x)) of the actual  COI (θ∗) by satisfying  the following inequality 
(θ(x) − θ)(θ(x) − θ)T 
]
 ≥ BC RLB                             (46)
 
Proof. BCRLB does not depend on the particular value of θ∗. The BCRB is the inverse of 
the Bayesian information matrix(BIM),  which can be written as 
 
B = Eθ [F (θ)] + Eθ [−△θ logp(θ)]                               (47) 
where F (θ) is the Fisher Information Matrix. BIMʼs  first term is the average information  about θbroght by the observations x and the second term can be regarded as the information available from prior knowledge of θ that is 
p(θ). This allows to take into account the time dependence between COI at different time instants.
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